The Winter SoldierInspired Slouch
This hat was designed and made for my wonderful Big Betsy, the most
amazing, supportive, and funny Big I could have ever asked for! She
loves Marvel and she loves Bucky Barnes, so I figured a nice slouchy
hat inspired by her favorite character would be appreciated. It’s
designed with a big increase to avoid crushing big, fluffy hair and a
long brim to give her the option to fold it.
k2tog-knit two together
pm-place marker

Dimensions
Unfortunately, I didn’t measure this hat before I
handed it off, because I didn’t expect it to be
so well-received! For the record, my head is
22.5” in diameter and the hat is fairly loose on
my head.

Gauge
No gauge was measured, unfortunately. If
anyone would like to give this a test run and
give me their measurements, that would be
great! When I make this again I’ll take
measurements!

Materials
US 8 circulars (I used Chiaogoo Red Lace
Circulars in the 60” length)
Red Heart Super Saver in Heather Gray and
Black
Scissors
Needle and Red thread
Red Felt or Fleece

Abbreviations
k-knit
p-purl
kfb-knit front and back
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Pattern
1. CO 100 in Heather Gray (I used cable
cast on)
2. *K2 P2* 12 rows
3. Change to Black
4. *K9 kfb* repeat until end of row
5. Cut yarn, change back to Heather Gray
6. Knit 5 rows
7. Change to Black, Knit until end of row
8. Repeat steps 5-7 3 times
9. Cut yarn, change back to Heather Gray
10. Knit two rows
11. *K9 k2tog pm* until end of row
12. Knit two rows
13. Change to Black, Knit until end of row
14. Cut yarn, change back to Heather Gray
15. Decrease in pattern on 1st, 3rd, 5th rows
16. Change to Black, decrease before each
marker until end of row
17. Change to Heather Gray, decrease
before each marker 5 rows
18. Breaks yarn and weave in ends
19. Sew on star applique

http://www.ravelry.com/people/coyacoonadillo

This pattern can be used for personal and
non-profit purposes with no additional
stipulations. This pattern can be used for
profit with a link back to this pattern
displayed.
It would be nice if you linked back to this for
personal and non-profit projects too!
Thank you!
-Makenzie
This pattern is free as I do not own The Winter Soldier or any other
Marvel-affiliated characters and copyrights. This is a tribute of a
happy fan, not an attempt at monetizing Disney’s copyrights.
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